Alumni Honor Roll of Donors
Gifts made July 1, 2024 – July 31, 2024

The Virginia Wesleyan University Alumni Honor Roll of Donors recognizes contributions of any size to any area of interest by an alumnus. Annual giving is an essential resource for the University. Corporations and foundations look to alumni participation rates as a key measure of alumni satisfaction in their alma mater because they believe their philanthropic research dollars should go to an institution with proven results.

Patricia Colthurst ’96
Kelly Cordova ’21
Bill Gobble ’03
Glynn Goodrich ’82
Jessica Gosnell ’13
Sarah Guzzo ’22
Adrianna Gunther ’24
Karla Kincannon ’76
C.L. Lawrence ’83
Marie Nicolo ’96
Larry Romaine III ’97
Thomas Sherman ’76
Theodore Smith ’84
Jess Stevenson ’94
Pete ’75 and Mary ’75 Withers